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A Fashion Meeting: an 18th-century water-colour for the printed Gallerie des 

Modes, 1779 

 

Ideas about metropolitan fashion spread more rapidly throughout the eighteenth 

century as travel became easier, communications improved, and the literate 

gained access to burgeoning illustrated periodicals. The travel time between 

Paris and Lyon, for example, halved from the ten-day journey of the seventeenth 

century to five days by the late-eighteenth (Sargenston 1996:103). The 

proliferation of detailed engravings permitted the rapid dissemination of 

fashionable ideals, spreading also the cult of individualism, novelty and possibly 

a new manner of discussing fashion. Printed sets of ‘modern habits’ depicting 

elegant dress and posture of men and women after French designs by Hubert-

François Gravelot and Bernard Picart had circulated in the first four decades of 

the eighteenth century in England. Cheaper English Ladies ‘Pocket Books’ 

illustrated existing court and ‘de bon ton’ fashions in the 1760s, but the 

specialized fashion press first emerged in France in 1768 with the Journal du 

Goût and in England in 1770 with The Lady’s Magazine. Gallerie des modes et 

des costumes français (1778-1787) published seventy portfolios with detailed 

texts and engravings of breathtakingly variable dress for men and women, 

naming many of the suppliers. By the end of the century, more than fifteen 

fashion journals were printed in England, France, Holland, Germany and Italy, 

also providing details of seasonal changes in accessories, schemes of interior 

decoration, furniture, silver, ceramic and other luxury objects as well as regular 

coverage of carriage design. 

 

Fashion illustration provides a compelling insight into the details of real fashions 

that might not survive in material form, as well as the set and pose of the dressed 

body. Fashion history itself has been constructed to a substantial degree through 

the representation of clothing in art, which scholars, ranging from art historians to 

sociologists, have used as a type of evidence, albeit in different ways. To bring 

together an original and previously unpublished water-colour for an eighteenth-
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century fashion plate with the published engraving, and comparing it further in 

two differently coloured versions, provides the opportunity to consider the 

translation of drawing into the medium of print, as well as print’s further potential 

for innumerable transformations. 

 

One of the most elegant late-18th century journals for the quality of its drawing, 

scale, balance and colouring is the periodical Gallerie des Modes, whose correct 

title is Gallerie des Modes et Costumes français dessinés d’après nature, gravés 

par les plus celebres artistes en ce genre, et colorés avec le plus grand soin par 

Madame Le Beau. The magazine was published in Paris by ‘les Srs Esnauts et 

Rapilly’, in the ‘rue St Jacques, à la ville de Coutances, avec privilege du roi’ from 

1778 to 1787. It is unusual to name the colorist-director for a publication of this 

date, and this might explain the great care taken with different impressions of this 

publication. As colour is central to fashion knowledge, perhaps this is not 

surprising.  

 

Plate (planche) no. 161 in the 27th series (cahier) ‘de costumes français – 21e 

suite d’habillemens [sic] à la mode en 1779’ is the engraving ‘Vêtement dit à la 

créole’ (‘clothing said to be in the Creole manner’). The draughtsman 

(dessinateur) was Sebastien Le Clerc and the Engraver (graveur) was Patas. 

The plate was included in Colas’ comprehensive Bibliographie Générale du 

Costume et de la Mode of 1933, an essential tool for the fashion historian, as the 

changing nature, designers and publishers of the 18th-century magazines can be 

scanned in an instant.  

 

The fashionable - a woman of early-middle age – holding her cane and fan is 

beautifully balanced across the blank field of the page (figure 1). The convention 

of situating a fashionable woman or man on the suggestion of ground, street or 

floor, without disruptive background detail, both reinforces the point of the print - 

fashion information - and also creates an ‘otherworldly’ or rather theatrical space 

for the consumption of such fashion images. 
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The plate is an indication of the cosmopolitanism of eighteenth-century fashion, 

weaving the French-American and also possibly the South-American colonies 

into a European fashion narrative. We are informed by the copywriter that this is 

the type of dress worn by French women in America, a muslin gown with a belt 

and ribbon in the manner of a dress à la Lévite, a dress that featured a loosely 

tied sash (the original water-colour for the Gallerie des Modes illustration of this 

type of dress is also to be found in the same Swiss private collection as the 

example I discuss here – Figures 2-3). The woman dressed ‘à la créole’ wears a 

caraco, a short jacket. Her enormous trimmed hat is styled ‘à la Grenade’ and 

features flowers, feathers, ribbons and a flag (figure 4). Although many viewers 

today claim that such garments might be preposterous, or invention, the research 

of Dr Johannes Pietsch that is connected to this FEM project proves that dresses 

of the types seen and named in such fashion magazines also survive in museum 

and private collections. Hats are much rarer survivals and the evidence for their 

accuracy would require an assessment of inventory and other sources, which 

tend to be generalised and not sufficiently precise for people of the middling sort. 

I mention one necessary caution at this point: the images of decorative arts in 

such magazines are frequently designed to be interpreted as composite images; 

they often depict different propositions for a chair or a candlestick and are 

sometimes distorted and out of scale, in order to focus attention on what exactly 

is new and fashionable innovation. The fashion accessories – shoe and belt 

buckles, on the other hand, illustrated in these magazines, correspond very 

closely to surviving artefacts, suggesting different possible practices of 

interpretation by craftsmen and women working in different trades and media. 

 

The original rendering of ‘Vêtement dit à la creole’ (figures 5-6) includes a lightly 

striped white dress and a caraco in a shade of orange. When the prints were 

subsequently coloured, a variety of transformations occurred; versions of the 

prints differ widely in terms of detail and effect. The example in a Swiss Private 

Collection (figures 7-8) has strong contrasting colours and deploys a shade of 
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rose pink as the contrast to white and blue striped muslin. The Museum of Fine 

Arts (Boston) holds an example in which the blue stripes are much paler, the 

ribbons in the hat are pale blue rather than rose, ostrich feathers are yellow not 

green, the flowers are more exuberant, and a flag with a red cross is inserted in 

the hat. The sash is also blue rather than rose in the MFA version. The Boston 

example adds a rose petticoat and differently coloured lower trimmings. LeClerc 

provided much more detailed botanical information of the flowers that garnish the 

woman’s hat. I have not identified them precisely, although they resemble the 

fuschia, a hanging plant very popular by Victorian times, that was newly 

introduced from South America in the eighteenth century by Plumier. For some 

reason, the colorists simplified the flowers; perhaps they had not seen one. 

There is of course a debate about exactly when prints are coloured and they can 

be ‘touched up’ later, but these colourings appear to be of the date. It is 

significant that as no colour apart from muslin (assumed to be white) is specified 

in the text, the colorists have used artistic licence. It is possible that variations 

were welcomed at the colouring workshop as an exercise of taste. They are 

certainly very common in surviving prints of this type.  

 

Such comparisons are not simply the musings of a pedantic art historian; fashion 

was transformed in the 18th century through the exercise of ‘taste’. During this 

period philosophical aesthetics emerged as an independent branch of philosophy. 

Centre stage was the concept of taste (goût). It was directly related to 

assessments of fashion in that period, and the very term was appropriated in the 

titles and texts of most all eighteenth-century fashion magazines. Imagination, 

taste and aesthetic pleasure were debated in the coffee houses of London and 

the fashionable salons of Paris, Berlin and Stockholm. A place was found for the 

new woman reader who was often addressed by and through the concept of 

fashion. Prints such as this might have been consumed individually or in 

imaginative groupings about which much more is yet to be uncovered. The 

category of ‘dressed prints’ in which (likely) women cut out parts of the print and 

inserted exquisite textiles to amend black and white engravings and provide 
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fashion information – colours and textiles - is one further example (figures 9-11). 

They also had afterlives in the 19th and also the 20th centuries as playful collages 

and within extra-illustrated books and later ‘scrapbooks’. In the 1930s, British 

Vogue advocated that its readers visit London book and print shops and cut up 

18th century prints, journals and books in order to pursue the ‘fashionable’ revival 

of scrap-books promoted by the likes of photographer and stylist Cecil Beaton. A 

great many prints and fashion information must have gone by the ‘way side’ as a 

result of this practice; such materials were not considered rare or precious at that 

date. 

 

Peter McNeil 

With thanks to a Swiss private collector for generous access and 

photography; and Dr Sanda Miller, with whom I am preparing the 

forthcoming Writing Fashion and Criticism, which will include a section on 

18th-century fashion magazines. Dr Johannes Pietsch will publish his 

findings on the nomenclature of 18th-century French dresses in a special 

review issue of Fashion Theory to be edited by Peter McNeil and Alexandra 

Palmer in 2013. I also benefited from attending the unpublished paper of 

Professor Susan Siegfried concerning French fashion prints of the 1830s, 

at ‘Fashion Tales’ International Conference, Università Cattolica del S. 

Cuore, Milan, 7-8 June 2012. All images copyright.  
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